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FINITE ORTHOGONAL SYMMETRY 
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(Received 22 September 1969) 
Tr-;rs paper describes a method for carrying out the comparative study of finite sets of 
points of Euclidean space (of any dimension) that admit a transitive group of isometrics. 
The essential idea is to represent each similarity class of such sets by a point in a certain 
topological space T. The structure of T, and in particular its topological structure, gives a 
precise description of how any such class of sets is related to any other. 
We concentrate on two basic structure theorems for T and omit most of the calculations 
that form the background to the illustrative exampies. To soine extent, the theory presented 
here supplements the classical theory of regular polytopes as described in, for example, 
Coxeter’s book [I]. It also goes some way towards filling a gap in the theory of polytopes 
to which Griinbaum ([4], p. 413) has drawn attention. 
We have benefited from the advice and encouragement of several colleagues. We 
especially thank C. T. C. Wall, who has helped us through a number of difficulties, and 
whose calculations have clarified our understanding at many points. 
$1. THE SPACE T 
We shall deal constantly with Euclidean spaces E”(n > 0) and the standard action of 
the orthogonal groups O(n) on both E” and, by restriction, the sphere S”-‘. It will also be 
convenient to make use of standard inclusions E” c Enfl, O(n) c O(n + l), and SK-’ c s”, 
and we denote the corresponding limits by E”, 0 and S” respectively. 
Suppose then that G is a finite subgroup of O(n) for some n > 0. Then we can consider 
the orbit space Y-‘/G as a means of studying the action of G on S”- ‘. But if we are primarily 
interested in the types of orbits that occur, then this step may not go far enough. For 
example, let Z, act on S* as a cyclic group of rotations. Then S2/Z, is a 2-dimensional 
space. Up to Euclidean similarity, however, Z, has only two classes of orbits: the two 
‘polar’ orbits, which are singletons; and the polygonal orbits, each consisting of the 
vertices of a regular k-sided polygon. Thus if we divide out by Euclidean similarity - on 
S’/Z,, then we obtain a non-Hausdorff space S2/Z,/- with only two points. 
More generally, we can construct a topological space Sn-l/G/- for each finite 
subgroup G of O(n). The presence of point-orbits, that is the fixed points of G, are respon- 
sible for the possible non-Hausdorff nature of this space. It is convenient to avoid this as 
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follows. We observe that the action of G on E” as a subgroup of 0, splits E” into two 
orthogonal linear subspaces E, c E” and E, , such that G acts without a fixed point (except 0) 
on El, and keeps E2 point-wise fixed. We therefore restrict G to act on E, = Em, say, and 
construct a space Tc = Sm-i/G/-. Thus each point of T, represents a similarity class of 
orbits of G on Sm-‘, each orbit having at least two points. In the case G = Z, mentioned 
above, Tc has just one point, representing the polygonal orbits. 
We now consider the topological sum CT, over all finite subgroups G of the infinite 
orthogonal group 0. We define an equivalence relation z on CT, by putting r= /? if some 
(and hence every) orbit representing 2 ET, is similar in the sense of Euclidean geometry 
to some (and hence every) orbit representing ,f3 E TH . The quotient space T = (CT,)/- is 
our chief object of study. We note that each T, is naturally embedded in T by the projection 
XT, + T. Moreover, the images of Tc and TH coincide if G and H are conjugate subgroups 
of 0. 
$2. THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTlON 
To each point LX of T we assign a characteristic x (3) = (m, q, k) as follows. Let A be 
any set of points on S” representing a. Thus A is a finite set, and we take k to be the number 
of points in A. Further, since A is the orbit of some finite group that acts without fixed 
points, A has centroid 0. We define m to be the dimension of the linear subspace of E” 
generated by the points of A. Thus m i k - 1, and we can suppose that A c Y-l. Finally, 
we let G(A) be the symmetry group of A, that is G(A) = {g E O(m): g(A) = A} and define q 
to be the conjugacy class of G(A) in 0. We put (m, 7, k) = (p (a), y (a), o (a)) and refer to 
the elements of this triple as the rank, group class and order of a, respectively. We remark 
that y(a) determines p(a); however, it is convenient to ignore this redundancy in the 
definition of x. 
The characteristic suggests a natural equivalence relation, which we call cosymmerry, 
on T as follows. We say that a, /I ET are cosymmetric, and write a 3 /?, if x(a) = x(B). 
Unfortunately, while similarity is too fine a relation for classifying orbits by their symmetry 
properties, cosymmetry is too coarse, as the following example shows. 
In Fig. 1, we indicate the convex hulls of three subsets A, B, C of E3, each of which 
contains 24 points and has the extended octahedral group as symmetry group. Thus A, B, C, 
represent cosymmetric points [A] = a, [B] = p and [C] = y of T. Intuitively, however, it is 
desirable to distinguish between these three points, since the convex hulls of A, B and C 
have quite different ‘ shapes’. 
FIG. 1 
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The solution is to refine cosymmetry slightly by taking the connected components of 
cosymmetry classes in T as the fundamental subsets of T. We call each connected component 
of a cosymmetry class x-‘x(sc) a face of T. As we shall see in ~$4, the points a, p and y of 
our example above all lie in different faces of T. 
The fundamental theorem about the structure of individual faces will be proved in $5; 
its statement is as follows. 
2.1 FACE THEOREM. Each face of T is a (connected) manifold withouf boundary, with a 
natural analytic structure. 
The same methods also yield 
2.2 PROPOSITION. The frontier of each face in T is a union of finitely many faces of 
lower dimension. 
These results show that T has a structure rather like that of a CW-complex. However, we 
shall give examples of faces that are not simply-connected, so the face structure is certainly 
not cellular. 
In what follows we shall denote the face to which a belongs by CL. A face of dimension q 
will be called a q-face. 
Example. Let A, be the set of points (Jt cos 19, ,/t sin 8, ,/(l - t)), where t E [0, l] 
and 6 = 7 (K = 0, 1, 2), and let a, = [A,] denote the similarity class of A,. Then 
{a,: t E [0, l]} = T,, where G is the dihedral group generated by rotation about the x,-axis 
through 2~t/3 and rotation about the x,-axis through 71. The space T, contains three faces 
{aO}, {LYE} and {at : 0 < t < 11: a,, is the class of point pairs, which we denote by cr2, and aI 
is the class of ‘ equilateral triangles ’ CT~ . The orbits representing points of the l-dimensional 
face are the vertex-sets of right triangular prisms. 
Figure 2 illustrates the convex hulls of these sets, and indicates their relation to the 
topology of T. 
A 
FIG. 2 
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$3. A 1ElRIC FOR T 
For technical reasons, it is extremely useful to construct a metric for T. To achieve 
this, we exploit the notion of HausdorfF distance [j] as follow-s. Let JI be a metric space 
with metric d and let ??(_\I) denote the family of nonempty compact subsets of &I. Then 
the Hausdorff distance d*(U, 1’) between c’, Y E g(n1) is defined by 
d*(U, V) = max {sup d((l, V), sup d(c, u)).. 
UEC L’ E v 
Then C(M) = (V(M), d’) is a complete metric space and every closed bounded subset of 
C(M) is compact. 
Suppose now that M is compact, and let U, Y E %‘(M). Then there exists 11 E U, I; E V 
such that d*(U, V) = d(u, 0). Moreover, C(ib1) is itself compact (see [j]). Now the group 
G(M) of d-isometries of M acts on C(M) by g . U = {g(u) : II E U} as a group of d*-iso- 
metries of C(M). Thus we can regard G(M) as a subgroup of G(C(Rf)). We put C(M) = 
C(lVf)/G(M), and define 
5 : C(M) x C(M) + R by 
Z(y, y’) = inf {d*(U, g * U’) : U E y, U’ E y’, g E G(M)}. 
Notice that ?(y, y’) is independent of any choice of representatives Li, (I’. Since G(M) is 
compact, there exists g E G(M) such that d*(U, g . U’) = ?(y, y’). 
Also, since G(M) is a group of d*-isometries of C(M), d*(U, g * U’) = d*(g-1 - U, U’). 
Thus Z(y, y’) = 2(y’, y). 
Again, Z(y, y’) = 003 g E G(M), d*(U, g * U’) = 0 
0 U = g . U’ (since d* is a metric) 
oy = yl. 
Thirdly, let U” EY” E C(M), and suppose that i?(y, y’) = d*(g . U, U’), Z(y’, y”) = d*(U’, h - U”). 
Then 
Z(y, y’) + Z(y’, y”) = d*(g * u, U’) + d*(U’, h . UII) 
2 d*(g . u, h * UO) = d*(U, (g-lh) un> 2 Z(y, y”) 
This proves that 8 is a metric for C(M). For simpiicity, we denote the resulting metric 
space (C(M), 2) by C(M). It is straightforward to check that the S-metric topology on 
C(bf) = C(M)/G(M) coincides with the quotient by G(M) of the de-metric topology of 
C(M). Hence C(M) is compact. 
We now specialise to the case ILf = Smel, with d the Euclidean metric restricted to 
S”-‘(m > 0), and put (C(M), a) = (C,, a,,,). Since S”-’ c S”, we can, making obvious 
identifications, regard C, as a subset of Cmfl, and put C = u {C,, : m > 0). Unfortunately, 
although the a,,,-topology on C, is induced by the a,+ I, we do not have a,,, = a,,,+, IC,,, . 
To see this, let y be the class of sets of vertices of regular pentagons, and y’ that of regular 
heptagons. Then elementary considerations show that Z2(y, y’) > c3(y, y’). However, if 
p(y) = m and p(y’) = m’, then ai(y, y’) = a,(y, y’) for all i, j 2 rn + m’. We therefore define 
the distance a(y, y’) between y, y’ E C by putting a(y, y’) = ?,,,+,,,,(y, y’), where nz = p(y), 
m’ = p(y’). Straightforward verification of the axioms shows that d is a metric for C. 
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Our space T is a subset of C, and we give T the metric d/T. It is convenient to use the 
same symbol d for this metric. Again it is a straightforward matter to verify that the d- 
topology is the same as that already given to T. 
$4. FAMILIES OF SUBSPACES OF T 
The face-decomposition of T is not locally finite, and for this reason we introduce 
certain families of subspaces of T that are easier to study. The family of subspaces T, is 
an example of what we have in mind. Since TG = TH if G is conjugate in 0 to H, we put 
T, = T(q), where 7 is the conjugacy class of G in 0. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. For all conjugacy classes rl of firlife subgroups of 0, T(q) is compact. 
Proof. Let G E q. Then G is a group of order s, say, and T, = S-‘/G/-, for some 
r I s - 1. Since the projection S’-’ -+ T, is continuous, the compactness of S-r implies 
that of T, = T(q). 
The family of spaces T(q) is associated with the second component of the charac- 
teristic x. In like fashion, we can associate families of subspaces to the rank function p 
and the order function o, as follows. 
For each integer m > 0, we put T[m] = {a ET : p(z) I m}. Thus T[m] c T[n] if and 
only if m 5 n. For each integer k 2 2, we put T(k) = {U E T : w(a)lk}. In this case T(k) c T(I) 
if and only if k/l. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. For all m > 0, T[m] is a closed subset of T. 
Proof. We prove first that the a,,-topology and the d-topology coincide on T[m]. 
For all u, /3 E T[m], a,(cL, /?) 2 a(~, /3). H ence if (zj) is a sequence in T[m], then (xi) is 
a,,t-convergent in T[m] implies that (ccj) is also d-convergent in T[m]. Conversely, suppose 
that (aj)A c1 in T[m]. It will be enough to show that (Bi) --?z-. c( for some subsequence 
(Pi> Of C”j). 
Choose representatives A for CL, Aj for uj, all lying on SZm-i, say, with centroid 0, and 
with d*(Aj, A) = d(a,, a). Then (Aj) z A. Next choose representatives AJ for CL~ such that 
each lies on S”-’ with centroid 0. Since C(M) is compact, there is a subsequence (A:) of 
(Aj) such that (A;) 22 A”, and A” is an orbit of some finite subgroup of O(m). Thus AI, 
A” represent points EC, u E T [ml, and (a,“) ---?z+ a”. But (a:)“- ‘1, and therefore x = c(“, 
which is what we require. 
To show that T[m] is closed in T, we need only show that it is closed in T[m + 11. 
Accordingly, we use the metric d,+i. Let u E T, with p(r) = m + 1, be represented by 
A c S”. Then for all 6 > 0 and all p E T[m + l] such that a,,, (z, /?) <E, there exists B c S” 
such that d*(A, B) < E and [B] = ,tI?. Here, as always, the representative orbits A and B 
have centroid 0. 
Now choose a, E A. Since p(a) = m + 1, there exist a,, . . . , a,,,+ 1 E A such that the 
vectors a,-aa, (i= 1, . . . . m + 1) are linearly independent. Now d*(A, B) < E implies 
that for all _j = 0, . . , m + 1, there exists bj E B such that d(aj, bj) < E. Hence if E > 0 is 
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sufficiently small, the vectors bi - 6, (i = 1, . . . , m + 1) are linearly independent, and 
p(B) = M + 1. This proves that T[m] is closed in T[m f l] and hence in T. 
4.3 PROPOSITION. For all k 2 2, T(k) is compact. 
ProoJ For all k 2 2, T(k) c T[k - 11. Thus T(k) is closed in T if it is closed in T[k - 11. 
Suppose that rl E T[k - l]\T[k], so that r = o(z) does not divide k. Let A c Sk-’ represent 
CL, choose 6 ) 0, and let p E T[k - l] be such that c~~_~(Y, fi) < E. Put ,I = min {d(a, a’) : 
a, a’ E A}, and suppose that 4.5 < A. Then we can define a map f: B + A by the condition 
d(b,f(b)) < E. For a, ~1’ E A, let f-‘(a) = {b,, . . . , bp} and f-‘(a’) = {b;, . . . , bi}. Since 
G(B) acts transitively on B, there exists g E G(B) such that g(b,) = b;. Also, since g is an 
isometry, d(b,, bJ = d((b;, g(b,)) < 2~ for all i = 1, . . . , p. Thus g(b,) ~/“-‘(a’) and sop = q. 
Hence w@) is a multiple of w(a), and therefore p 4 T(k). This proves that T(k) is closed 
in T. 
To complete the proof, let Sk denote the symmetric group on k objects, and let 9, 
denote the set of conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of, say, O(k) that are isomorphic to 
some subgroups of S,. Then 9, is finite and T(k) c u {T(q) : q E Yk}. This shows, by 
Proposition 4.1 and the above argument, that T(k) is a closed subset of a compact subset 
of T, and therefore that T(k) itself is compact. 
We now describe some simple examples to illustrate the above theory. 
(i) Let G be the extended octahedral group, operating on S’, and let q denote the con- 
jugacy class of G in 0. Then T(q) = T, is homeomorphic to a closed 2-simplex A and the 
face-structure of T(q) coincides with the simplicial structure of A. The sets A, B, C of 
Fig. 1 represent points on each of the three l-faces of T(q). The three O-faces are repre- 
sented by the vertex set of the regular octahedron, the cube, and the cuboctahedron. The 
unique 2-face contains a point represented by the twenty four vertices of the Archimedean 
solid 33334([2], p. ll), a more typical representative being illustrated in Fig. 3. 
FIG. 3 
(ii) The space T[2] is homeomorphic to a denumerable collection of homeomorphs of the 
nonnegative reals Rf. The face-structure of T[2] corresponds to the simplicial structure 
on R+ for which the integers are the O-faces. Of course the O-faces of T[2] correspond to 
regular polygons, and its l-faces to semiregular polygons. For a description of T[3], see [6]. 
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(iii) T(2) = {g2} and T(3) = (us} each consist of just one O-face, represented by the point-pair 
(- 1, 1) and the vertices of an equilateral triangle respectively. T(4) is homeomorphic to a 
closed 2-simplex A, the face-structure again corresponding exactly to the simplicial structure 
of A. The three O-faces of T(4) are rr’, (represented by the vertices of a square), (TV (the 
vertices of a regular tetrahedron), and ~~ . The l-face joining zz to n, corresponds to the 
class of all nonsquare rectangles, while the remaining faces of T(4) correspond to various 
types of tetrahedra. 
$5. PROOF OF THE FACE THEOREM 
Let r E T, with x(z) = (m, ‘7, k), and let G E ‘1. Thus G is a finite subgroup of O(m), 
acting without fixed points on Sm-‘, and there exists a E S”-’ such that A = G * a repre- 
sents LX For each E > 0, let N, = (6 E S”‘-’ : d(a, 6) < E). 
Then for sufficiently small 6 > 0: 
(i) for all g, 6 E G, either g . N, = h * N, or g . N, n 6 * N, = 0; 
(ii) for all 6 E NC, x(G . 6) = (m, q, rk) for some r > 0; 
(iii) the orbits of the points in N, provide representations for all points in a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of c( in Tc . 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate. To prove (iii), let (ai) + a in T,. Choose points 
a, E sm-’ whose orbits G . a, represent ai. Then, since S”-’ is compact, a subsequence 
(al) or (Ui) converges to, say, 6 E Sm-‘. Then (ai) + 8, where B = G * 6 and /I = [B]. 
Hence /I = a and B is isometric to A. It follows that there exists p E O(m) such that p(A) = B. 
Hence for all g E G, gp(A) = g(B) = B and therefore P-rgP(A) = A. Thus p-lgp E G(A). 
Since gp-‘(A:) =p-‘g’(Ai) =p-‘(AI) for some g’ E G, p-l(AI) is an orbit of G. Now 
p-‘(A:) --) A as i+ 00, and (iii) follows. 
(a) We now deal with a special case of the Face Theorem for which an easy proof is available. 
Suppose that for some E > 0 and for all x, y E N,, G * x - G . y implies x = y. Let G* denote 
the isotropy subgroup {g E G : g(u) = a} of G at a. Now the set L = {z E Em : V g* E G*, 
g*(z) = z} of fixed points of G* is a linear subspace of Em, intersecting S”-’ in a great 
q-sphere 22, with a eCq, where dim L =q+ 1. ForalibEN,,G-bcontainsonlyIc=o(a) 
points if and only if 6 E L. Now, by (iii) for all E’ > 0 sufficiently small, and for /I E a such 
that a,,,(~, /3) < E’, there exists 6 E N, such that G .6 represents /I. In fact, /I ~a implies 
o(B) = w(a), and so /I E C4. Hence the projection S”-’ -+ T, maps L, = L n N, homeo- 
morphically onto an open neighbourhood of a in a, and we can give a the analytic structure 
determined at each point a by that of L L . 
(b) We have still to consider the possibility that for all 6 > 0 there exist distinct points x, 
yELsuchthatG.x-G.y.Considersuchapairx,yandputX=G.x, Y=G*y.Then 
there exists c E O(m) such that c(X) = Y and c(x) = y. 
We can assume that c is close to the identity I of O(m) in the sense that there exists an 
integer n > 0 such that for all z E Sm-r, d(z, c (z)) < no. To see this, let L’, . . . , Lk denote 
the distinct translates of L, under G, so that k = o(r). Suppose that (xi), (yJ are sequences 
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of points of L, such that (xi) L n, (yi) 5 a, and for each i there exists ci E O(m) such that 
ci(G . Xi) = G(yi) and ci(xi) = yi . Then for each i, ci permutes the sets L’ a_mong themselves 
and thus determines a permutation pi : Z, -+ Z, given by pi (r) = s, where ci(L’) = L”. 
Now suppose that (cj) is an injinite subsequence of (cJ such that every cj determines 
the same permutation p. Then (cj) +g E G, where g(C) = Ls whenever p(r) = s. Replace 
each CJ by c; = g-‘c;. Then c; (G * xj) = G * yj and c; . xi = xj , since g(u) = a. Thus we 
can make Ci near to the identity I for all but finitely many values of i, which establishes the 
above claim. We can now return to the consideration of c itself. 
5.1 LEMMA. The element c is in the centraker of G in O(m). 
Proof. We have to show that for all g E G, gc = cg. Suppose then that g E G. Since 
c(X) = Y, while G . x = X and G . y = Y, there exists Il E G such that cg(x) = h(y). Now 
g(x) eg(L,) and h(y) E h(L,). Hence g(y) = h(j) and so gc(x) = cg(x). Thus gc(x’) = cg(x’) 
for all x’ E X. Since X generates E”, it follows that gc = cg. 
Conversely, suppose that c is an element of the centraliser r of G in O(m), let x EL, 
and put y = c(x). Then, with the above notation, X - Y, For if x’ E X, then x’ = g(x) for 
some g E G. Hence c(x’) = cg(x) = gc(x) = gb). 
Now r is a compact Lie group. Also every element of I- maps c” onto itself. For if 
kv ED and h E r, then for all g* E G*, g+(h(w)) = h(g*(w)) = h(w). Furthermore, the action 
of I- on Cq is ‘free on L, ’ in the sense that if there existsfE r and b EL, such that f(b) = b, 
thenfis the identity on L,. For iff(b) = b, then for all g E G, fg(b) = gf(b) = g(b). Thus f 
keeps the whole orbit G . b pointwise fixed. Since G . b has rank m for b EL,, it follows thatf 
is the identity on Em and hence on L,. This proves that L, is mapped by Sm-’ + TG onto an 
open manifold, and we obtain the conclusion of the Face Theorem as in case (a). 
Proposition 2.2 now follows by applying the methods of $4. 
The above proof is complicated by the need to consider the possibility (b). Examples 
show that this case does occur. We give the simplest one that we know of, as follows. 
Let w be the real 2 x 2 matrix corresponding to rotation in E” through 2x/5. We put 
i= [_y L], j= [L _;I, IL= [A (f] 7 
and define matrices A, B E O(6) by 
Thus A5 = B4 = I6 and B-‘AB = A’. The group G generated by A and B is isomorphic 
to the holomorphy group of Zj , that is to the extension of Zj by its automorphism group 
AutZjzZ4. 
Now let a E S’ be such that i Q? = E > 0, with ala2 # 0, a3 a3 # 0 and a4u2 Z 0. 
i=l 
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Direct ca!cuIadon shows that for given 6 sufficiently small, G is the full symmetry group 
of G a and [G . a] = J( is the same for any such u. 
One interesting problem is: Does x(g) = x(p) imply dim a = dim /3? 
$6. THE CONE THEOREM 
In this section \ve prove that for each k 2 2, T(k) has the structure of a cone whose 
apex is the regular k-simplex B, and whose base is the subset B(k) = T(k) n T[k - 21 of 
T(k) consisting of those points of T(k) having non-maximal rank. This result is our second 
main structure theorem for T and its precise statement is as follows. 
6.1 CONE THEOREM. Let p * B(k) denote the cone on B(k) itith apex p. Then there is a 
homeomorphism r : p * B(k) -+ T(k) such that r(p) = B, andrlB(k) is the inclusion B(k) c T(k). 
The proof of this Theorem proceeds in several steps which we express as a chain of 
lemmas. The essential idea is to construct a path in T(k) from each point z E T(k) to 6,) 
and then to show that these paths fit together to form the generators of the cone. 
6.2 LEMMA. For each x E T(k) there is a canonical path from s( to G*. 
Proof. Choose representatives A of c( and S of r~,<, lying on the unit spheres in two 
mutually orthogonal spaces. Suppose o(z) = n and nt = k, and let f: S -+ A be a map 
sending exactly t points of S to each point of A. 
Then the sets A, = {c,e i- sJ(e) : e E S} vary continuously from A to S as 6 varies 
from 1 to 0, where c, = cos #h-z and s, = sin _S&r. It is easy to check that the symmetry 
group G(A,) of &, which we determine later, acts transitively on A,, and that A, has 
centroid 0 and lies on the unit sphere, for each 0. This is enough to prove the lemma, since 
A, has k points whenever 8 # 1. 
Furthermore, different choices of the representatives A and S, and of the map 5 
merely produce sets A, that are similar to those constructed above. Thus the point c(~ = [A01 
is determined solely by 2, 0 and k. Again, if CL, p E T(k) are represented by sets A and B in 
S” for some m > 0, and if a(~, flj < E and d(A, B) < E then, for all 0 E [0, 11, cl(A,, B,) < E. 
These facts imply the following result. 
6.3 LEMMA. The map H : T(k) x I-+ T(kj given by H(u, 0) = a, is continuous. 
We next show that the paths from two points in T(k) meet only at Go, unless one point 
lies on the path from the other. 
6.4 LEMMA. Let a, /I E T(k) and suppose that a0 = /?+ for some tI # 0 and 0 I $ I 0. 
Then a = /3+ for some I+!J and $ < 1 if C$ < 0. 
Proof: Let S = {e,, . , e,} represent Go, and let A = {f(ei) : i = 1, . . , k) represent 
f~ and p respectively, where f: S--t A and g : .S -+ B are chosen as in Lemma 6.2, and 
where A, B lie in spaces orthogonal to that of S. Then A, = {cOei + sef(ei)} = {pi} and 
B, = (c+e, + s+g(eJ) = (qi]. Since ag = /I,), we can assume that there is an orthogonal 
transformation taking pi to qi (i = 1, . , k). 
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Now put “ii = 4Y(ei>,f(ej)>‘, bjj = 4g(eJ, s(eJY, and let A denote the square of the 
edge length of S. Then for all i, j = 1, . . . , k, 
d(pi, pj)2 = c,ZA + $a;i 
Since 0 # 0, it follows that 
= d(q,, qj)2 = c; A + 3; b,, 
atj = {(ci - ci)A + si bij}/si 
= Ct~ + s,tbij, 
where $ is given by 
(6.9 S&=S+. 
Hence A is isometric to Be and so tl = be. 
6.6 COROLLARY. For all tI and $, (/3& = p+, wilere 0, 4 and J/ satisfy (6.5). 
lies on the path from CL, and y on the path from j?, then y lies on the path from 6. 
6.7 LEMMA. The path from u is an arc whenever s( # oli. 
Proof. Suppose that c(~ = zb for some 0 > 4. Then by Lemma 6.4, u = CQ 
Thus f/L3 
for some 
$ < 1. With the above notation, A,b = {ctiei -t- sli,f(ei)} = {hi}, say, and we can assume that 
there is an isometry from A, to A taking hi to f(ei). Then d(hi, hj)” = ci A + s$aij and so 
d(hi, hj)’ - S; d(hi, hj)” = C$ A. NOW c,~ # 0 since $ # 1 and SO d(hi, hj)2 = A for all i, j. 
This shows that a = oli, and proves the lemma. 
At this stage, it becomes more obvious how the homeomorphism r in the statement of 
the Cone Theorem is to be constructed. Let C(k) = (a E T(k): z lies on the path through 
/? E T(k) if and only if fl = a}. Then the lemmas that we have so far proved imply that the 
restriction H’ : C(k) x 1-t T(k) of H is one-one except that H’(C(k) x 0) = ct. The next 
step is to prove that T(k) is the cone on C(k) with apex gli. 
6.8 LEMMA. The map H’ is onto. 
Prooj: Let E E T(k). Then H-‘(r) is closed in T(k) x 1, and hence compact. Thus the 
image K of H-‘(cc) under the second projection is closed in I. Let 13 be the smallest element 
of K. Then there exists p E T(k) and there is no point y E T(k) with 2 = ye for some 4 < 8. 
It follows that /? E C(k), for otherwise there exists y E T(k) and $ < 1 such that /? = y+. 
In this case, Q = (JI$)~ = ys where 4 < 0 is given by (6.4). This contradiction proves that 
‘1 E H’(C(k) x r>. 
To complete the proof of the Cone Theorem, we have only to show that C(k) = B(k). 
We do this by calculating ~(cc,) in terms of x(a). It is immediate from the construction of cl0 
that o(czO) = k for 8 < 1. We now show that for 0 < 1 the rank ~(a,) is also maximal, that 
isp(r,)=k- 1. 
Let zli = e, - e,, so that ti2, . . . . II, are linearly independent, and put ai =f(e;) - f(el). 
Now let 11: = cB tti + Seai. If i li I,! = 0(x, E R) then c0 i xi rli + so i Xi ai = 0. Since 
2 2 2 
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k 
each ui is orthogonal to each uj and cg # 0, we further infer that 7 ,yi ui = 0 and hence 
? 
that si = 0 for i = 2, . . . , k. This proves that the vectors ~7 are linearly independent, and 
hence that p(r,) = k - 1 as claimed. 
These facts show that B(k) c C(k). The final step is to determine G(A,). Suppose that 
‘1 E T(k) has maximal rank k - 1, and let A represent z. Then the symmetry group G(AJ 
of A, is isomorphic to the symmetry group G(A) of ‘4. For consider the map f: S -+ A. 
Since ~(a) = k, f determines a monomorphism f* : G(A) + G(S) = S, by (f*g)(ei) = gf(eJ. 
Thusf,(G(A)) is a subgroup of S, isomorphic to G(A). Thus we can define an orthogonal 
action of G(A) on A, by putting g(ceei + sef(ei)) = c&g(ei) + s,gf(eJ. Conversely, it is 
easy to express any isometry of A, in this form. 
Remark. More generally, if W(X) = r, where rt = k, then G(A,) is isomorphic to the 
wreath product S,J_ G(A) for all 0 < 0 < 1. Here S,l_ G(A) is formed by matching the 
action of G(A) on the r points of A to the corresponding permutation of r copies of S,. 
We have now shown that if CL E T(k) has maximal rank k - 1 (and hence W(Z) = k), then 
the whole path from r to 5,) except for G* itself, lies in the face CL. It follows that no such 
point cz is in C(k). 
For consider the map H: T(k) x I + T(k). Since x is constant on H({r} x 10, l[), 
H maps LX x IO, l] into Q. Now a is a manifold without boundary, by the Face Theorem. 
Thus if dim a = m, there is a closed m-disc D in a of d-radius 2~ > 0, say, centred 
on CL. Let D’ be the disc in a with centre u and radius E. For 0 sufficiently near to 1, 
H(D’ x (0)) c D, by the continuity of H. 
Suppose now that a E C(k), and consider the mapf: D -+ a defined as follows. Identify 
the annulus D\D’with dD’ x [1, 0[ and putf(B, t) = H(/?, t) for all 1 E 8D’ and all f E [1, i[. 
For all p E D’, putf(b) = H(j?, 0). Thenfis continuous, and since H-‘(a) = (a, l), CI #f( 0). 
Further, f(D) c D. Hence radial projection from a to aD composed with f maps D con- 
tinuously to dD, keeping dD pointwise fixed. This contradiction completes the proof of 
the Cone Theorem. 
Examples. The spaces T(2), T(3) and T(4) have already been described in $4. From 
the point of view of the Cone Theorem, we have B(2) = B(3) = 0, while B(4) is the closed 
unit interval whose end-points are g2 and rrcq, and whose interior corresponds to the set 
of non-square plane rectangles. The space B(5) is the point rt j, while B(7) is homeomorphic 
to a circle. In fact, the face-decomposition of T(7) is that indicated in Fig. 4, with two 
O-faces rr, and c,, one l-face J and a 2-face K. We note that the 2-face K is not simply- 
connected. The rank of J is 4. The structure of T(p) is fairly easy to calculate for any 
prime p, since T(p) = T(Z,), where Z, is embedded in O(p) (or rather in O(p - 1)) by 
the regular representation. From this fact it follows that all points of T(p) have even rank. 
By such methods one may show that T(l1) is a cone on the 3-dimensional lens space L(5, 1). 
The space T(6) is somewhat complicated, having in all twenty-three faces. These are 
listed in Table 1, and T(6) as a whole is represented as a solid ball in Fig. 5. The symbols 
in the Table for the various symmetry groups refer only to abstract groups. 
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FIG. 4. The face-structure of T(7) 
TABLE 1. THE FACES OF T(6) 
rank group order dim’n. rank sow order dim’n. 
A 1 
B 2 
C 2 
D 3 
E 4 
F 5 
G 2 
H 3 
I 3 
J 3 
K 4 
L 4 
s2 2 0 
s3 3 0 
::I& 6 0 
&IS2 6 0 
S.5 6 0 
D3 6 I 
06 6 1 
06 
DS 
2 1 
1 
D6 6 1 
D6 6 1 
S,-lSr 6 1 
Sll_SZ 6 1 
s21s3 6 1 
szl_s, 6 1 
D; 6 2 
DZ 6 2 
D.5 6 2 
06 6 2 
06 6 2 
D, 6 2 
03 6 3 
FIG. 5. The face-structure of T(6) 
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57. DIMENSION THEOREXIS 
The examples that have been described so far indicate that dim T(k) = max (dim a : 
x E T(k)) varies considerably with k. In this section we give formulae for dim T(k) and 
indicate briefly how these can be established. 
We deal first with the case in which k is odd. 
7.1 PROPOSITION. For all s 2 1, dim T(2s + 1) = s - 1. 
Outline Prooj: Let A = {a,, . . , uzsfl } represent u E T(2s + l), and let EA denote the 
set of unoriented line segments joining distinct points of A. We call the elements EA the 
edges of A and denote the edge joining a, to aj by eij. Thus eij = eji . We also put dij = 
d(a,, uj) and define an equivalence relation z on E* by putting eij z eUU if dij = d,, . 
Suppose that a given z class contains exactly m edges of the form e, i. Then the total 
number of edges eij in that class is tm(2s + l), and so m is necessarily even. This proves 
that for any i at most s - 1 of the ratios di, : ci,, are distinct. Simple geometrical considera- 
tions then show that dim T(2s + 1) I s - 1. 
To complete the argument, we observe that the action of Z2s+l on S2’ generated by 
the matrix 
OlO.‘.O’ 
OOl...O 
. . 1 OO...Ol lo.‘.00 
has some orbits A such that dim a = s - 1, where r = [A]. 
We now consider the case in which k is even. 
7.2 PROPOSITION. If r 2 0 and s is odd, then dim T(2’+‘s) = 2’-‘(3s + 1) - 2. 
Outline Proof. Let c( E T(k) be represented by A = {a,, . . . , a,}, and suppose that eij 
is simpZe in the sense that every element of the isotropy subgroup of G(A) at ai keeps aj 
fixed. Then we can show there is no loss of generality in assuming that dij = di, implies 
j = U, that is no other edge issuing from a, has the same length as eij . It follows that there 
is an isometry g of A taking a, to uj, and g2 is the identity. Thus the symmetry group G(A) 
contains an element of order 2, that is an involution. Now dim a is equal to v - 1, where v 
is the number of edges ei, issuing from ai whose lengths can be varied independently of 
one another without moving [A] out of a. To maximise dim a, we therefore try to choose CL 
and A such that G(A) contains as many involutions as possible. Elementary considerations 
also show that G(A) should have order k. For k = Tfls, a suitable group is (ZJ x D,, 
which can be embedded in 0(2’+’ s - 1) with orbits A for which dim ct = 2’-‘(3s + 1) - 2. 
That this is the highest dimension possible now follows from work of Wall [9], who shows 
that no group of order 2 r+ls can contain more involutions. 
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Some impression of how dim T(k) varies with k is given by the following list of succes- 
sive values of dim T(k) for 2 I k I 23: 0, 0, 2, 1, 3 . 2, 6, 3, 6 ,-l, 8, 5, 9. 6, 14, 7, 12, 8, 
14, 9, 15, 10. 
$43. FACE 1LIAPS AiiD HOMOTOPIES 
We now show that the face decomposition of T has considerable regularity by con- 
structing an infinite class of face-preserving homeomorphisms of T into itself. All of these 
are ‘ homotopic through faces ’ to the identity map 1, in a very simple sense. The existence 
of these homeomorphisms raises a number of questions, some of which we discuss at the 
end of this section. 
A map f: T--f T is called a face-map if, for all c( E T, f(u) = fl implies f(a) = /3. A 
homotopy F: T x I-+ T from a face mapf to another g is called a&e-homotopy if, for 
all CL E T and all t E J = IO, l[, F(r, t) = /I implies F(a x J) = fl. Trivial examples of face- 
maps are identity 1, and the constant map sending all c( E T to some fixed O-face. 
As before S, denotes the symmetric group of degree n. Let H be a finite subgroup of 
O(m) for some m 2 1. We construct a subgroup H (“) of O(mn) isomorphic to the wreath 
product HIS, as follows. For convenience, we identify Em” with the Cartesian product 
E” x . . . x Em of n copies of Em. Thus x = (x’, . . . , ,x”) E E” x . . . x Em is identified with 
y = (yi, . . . y,.) E E”“, where X: = Y,,,(~_ l)+j for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . , M. We can now 
define an action of the n-fold direct product H” = H x *. * x H on Em” as a subgroup of 
O(mn) by putting 
(h,, . ) A,). (2 , . . , .x-y = (/2,(x’), . . , h,(.Y)). 
Further, the wreath product HI S, acts orthogonally on E”‘” as a subgroup H’“’ of O(mn) by 
(h, s)(x’, . . . , Y) = (y’, . . . , y”), 
where Ir = (!I,, . . . , h,), s = jsll):::S(:)),andyi=hi(n”“). 
Next we construct a fundamental region for H (“). Recall that if Q is a’subgroup of 
O(r), then a jimdumentul region for Q is a subset S of the unit sphere S-i such that 
u {q(S) : q E Q} = S’-I, and for all x E S-i and all q E Q, q(x) E S implies q = 1 or 
.Y 4 Int S. Suppose that L is a fundamental region for H in S’- ‘. Then a fundamental region 
for H” in Smn-* is the set 
L, = {&xl, . ) J.,,Tf) 1 Xi E Ly J-i 2 0, i J-f = ‘>’ 
i=l 
Now we can regard S, as a subgroup of H’“‘, and from this point of view the action of S, 
on Smn-i permutes the points 1.,x’ among themselves. It follows that S,(L,) = L,. To bd 
a fundamental region for H’“‘, we may therefore proceed as follows: 
Consider the closed spherical (n - 1)-simplex A,, in E” given by 
An = {(Al,. . . , A,) E E” : Ji 2 0, f: Ai2 = 11, 
i= 1 
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Then an orthogonal action of S, on A, is given by s(i.,, , ;.,) = (plr . , p,), where hi = Jj 
and i = s(i). Trivially, a fundamental region for this action of S, on S”-’ is the convex 
hull AL of the points pi, . , pn, where pr = (l/r) (ei + . .. + e,) and {e,, . . . , e,} is the 
standard basis for E”. It is immediate that 
L’“’ = {(J_i?, . , 2, x”) E L, : (E.,, . . , I.,) E A;> 
is a fundamental region for H(“) on S”“- ‘. 
We now define a map SC,‘) : T -+T for each n>2 and each r= 1, . . . . n as follows. 
Suppose that cz E T is represented by the set A, and that H = G(A). We define the ‘diagonal ’ 
map V, : Em + E”” of order r by V,(X) = (I/ ,,/r)(.u’, . . . , x”), where xi = x for 1 I i I r and 
.~j = 0 for r <j I n. For a E A, let H(“‘(V,(a)) = A’. It is straightforward to check that 
Ii(“) = G(A’). We put S(L)(z) = z’, where z’ = [A’], and deduce from the structure of the 
fundamental region L(“’ of H(“) that S(i) is a face-map, and that 
x(S?(4) = (44, rl, 44’ ; 
0 
), 
where q is the conjugacy class of G(A)(“). 
Each SC’) is face-homotopic to S(i) such 
F(a, t) = IH”’ (( ,,‘r)~ + ( J(l - r) W;,;l, 
a homotopy F x T x I --+ T being given by 
with the above notation. In fact, F is a (topo- 
logical) isotopy from SC:) to S(i) That is FIT x {t} is a topological embedding for all t E I. 
Analogous formulae give ma;; T x 1: T that are ‘ face-isotopies ’ in this sense from 
SC”’ to SC”’ for any II u. Now S (k) is face-homotopic to the identity 1, =S(:‘. Sucha homotopy 
F”: T x ;+ T is g;ven by F’(cq t) = fi, where c( = [A], p = [B] and B is related to A as 
follows (see Fig. 6, which illustrates the effect of the homotopy on v(i)). 
Let a E A c E”, where nz = p(a) as before. For eachj E { 1, . . . , n}, put uj = (6, j a, . . . , 6,ja), 
a; = (diju, . . , c~;~u) E E”“, where a,, is the Kronecker delta, and Si, = 1 - a,,. Define 
bj E Em” by bj = ,‘.a, + J_‘u;, where ml2 = (1 - n)t +- n and n(1’)’ = t. Then B = {bj : 
u E A, 1 <i I n}. It is straightforward to check that F’ is well-defined. Again we find that 
F’ is a face-isotopy. Thus all the face-maps SC) are face-isotopic to one another, and are 
homotopic to the identity by a succession of face-isotopies. Their existence therefore reveals 
a high degree of regularity in the face-structure of T itself. 
To illustrate the way in which the maps Sg) operate, we consider their values at the 
very simplest O-face c2 Since Sy) is a face-map, St) (a?) = v:) is a O-face for all r and n. 
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We denote the convex hull of any representative of $) by :Vf). Thus ;((I’:)) = ( ? ,. qjj, n P 
where ?J is a conjugacy class of isomorphs of Z, 1 S,, and 1Vz’ is a concex polytope in E”. 
In the classical theory of polytopes [l], there are three standard sequences (z,), (/3”,‘I, (v,) of 
regular polytopes, where z, is the regular simplex, p, the cross-polytope, and 7, the hyper- 
cube (or tessaract) in E”. In our terminology, r*,, is the convex hull of a particular 
representative of the node c,+i, while /?,, and 7” corresponds to Nil), IVp) respectively. 
For example, iV$‘) is a regular octahedron in E3, while Ni3’ is an ordinary cube. For 
1 < r < n, however, the polytopes N, (I) do not correspond to any classical regular polytopes, 
but rather to certain semi-regular polytopes. For instance N$” is the cuboctahedron. 
Although there are only n O-faces v, (‘) of rank n for each n 2 1, the total number of 
O-faces of given rank can be much larger. For example, since every s-gon JC, is a O-face, 
there are denumerably many O-faces of rank 2. Consequently, there are infinitely many 
O-faces of rank 2m for all m 2 1, since S$)(rr,) is such a O-face for all s 2 2. On the other 
hand, it seems possible that the number of O-faces of given odd rank is finite. For example, 
there are [6] exactly seven O-faces of rank 3 (corresponding to the five Platonic solids, the 
cuboctahedron, and the icosidodecahedron). 
Besides these face-maps there are several other constructions that give some insight 
into the structure of T. For example, if we denote the standard join operation on topological 
spaces by *, then we can define a map * : T*T -+ T, called the join-map, as follows. 
Let (cz, 0, /?) E T*T, where U, p E T and 0 E [0, 11. Represent CI, p by sets rl, B in mutually 
orthogonal spaces Em, E”, and put C0 = {c@a + sg b : a E A, b E B), where as before c, = 
cos t&r and s, = sin i&-r. We then put *(z, 0, /?) = [C,]. If u # p and 6 E J = IO, l[, then 
~(*(a, 0, p)) = (p(a) + p(p), q, W(U) o (p)), where q is the conjugacy class of G(A) 0 G(B). 
However, this relation is false if u = /3 and 0 = 4. Thus * maps (a, J, 8) onto a l-face joining 
c( to b if a # /?, and onto a l-face and one of its end points (c(, 4, u) if u = p. For example, 
*(Go, J, a,) is the l-face illustrated in Figure 2, while *(02, J, az) is the l-face of rectangles 
together with the square rr4 = *(02, 3, az). 
Another simple example is the doubling-map D : T -+ T, given by D(r) = [A u --A], 
where u = [A]. 
For example, D(a,) = y3. Like *, D is not a face-map, but maps any face onto the union 
of finitely many faces. In particular, if u is a O-face, then so is D(a). We also note that 
D* = D and for all 1 _( r 5 n, D 0 St) = SC) 0 D. 
99. RELATED PROBLEiiS 
We showed in $3 how, for any compact metric space M, the set C(M) of compact 
subsets could be given a metric topology. This metric can then be carried over to the space 
C(M) of classes of compact subsets which can be mapped to one another by elements of 
a chosen compact group G(M) of isometries of M. This group G(M) will often be chosen 
as the full isometry group of M, as it was in $3. 
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Two natural subsets of C(M) are K(iLf), the transitive compact subsets of M, and 
F(M) c K(M), the transitive finite subsets. 
In order that our definition of F(M) shall give T[m] hvhen we take M = Sm-l, we shall 
define a compact subset A of M to be transitive if its group G(A) c G(M) of allowed sym- 
metries acts transitively on A, and does not have a fixed point in hf. This has the effect, 
in the orthogonal case, of excluding sets A c S’“-’ whose centre is not the origin, so 
avoiding the need to quotient further by Euclidean dilation. In the general case it will 
exclude sets containing only one point. 
In the space F(M) so formed we shall be able to define the order and group of a point, 
and so define faces of F(M). We cannot, in general, define rank, unless we have a graded 
sequence of compact spaces, M, c M, c M, c * . . , with a corresponding sequence of 
groups G(M,) c G(M),) c . . . . 
In this paper we have studied the sequence M, = S”-‘; G(M,) = O(n), the full iso- 
metry group of M, . It would be interesting to examine in this context the case of unitary 
symmetry, where we take M, = S*“-’ and G(M), = U(n). 
Other problems of immediate interest are to examine compact orthogonal and compact 
unitary symmetry; that is, to examine the spaces K(M) rather than F(M) for the two se- 
quences above, and to determine the face-structure and point-faces in each case. 
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